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This report, from the 
period of January 2020
untill Mar 2020, is to 
provide updates on the
progress of Global 
Ehsan Relief’s projects.



SUMMARY Following are the summary for 
each project’s deliverance and 

total beneficiaries.

Orphans
Sponsored

337

Umrah For
Orphans

88

CARE FOR
ORPHANS

CARE FOR
EDUCATION

CARE FOR
HUNGER

Stationery Sets
200

Beneficiaries
200

Food Aid Sets
152

Beneficiaries
760

Cooked Meals
340

Beneficiaries
340

Mosque
Construction

1
Beneficiaries

700

Water Well
52

Beneficiaries
1820

GLOBAL
WAKAF PROJECTS

Quran Braille
66

Beneficiaries
66

Ablution Place
30

Beneficiaries
1050



GLOBAL
EMERGENCY RELIEF

COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAMME

Winter Clothes
200

Beneficiaries
200

Food Aid
Sets
540

Beneficiaries
2700

Kindness Day
Ice Cream

700
Beneficiaries

700

Stationery
Sets
200

Beneficiaries
200

Gi� Bags For
Elderlies 

65
Beneficiaries

65

Clothes
Distribution

50
Beneficiaries

50

Picnic With
Orphans

Beneficiaries
95

Soccer
Clinic 

Beneficiaries
30

Mosque
Refurbishment

Beneficiaries
400

Kindness Day
Ice Cream

700
Beneficiaries

700

Orphanage
Cleaning

Beneficiaries
31

Musholla
Refurbishment

Beneficiaries
31

Food Aid Sets
200

Beneficiaries
1000

Hygiene Kits
160

Beneficiaries
800

Gas Cylinders
200

Beneficiaries
1000

Prayer Tools
60

Beneficiaries
60

Baby Needs
150

Beneficiaries
150

OTHER
PROJECTS

Kindness Day
Beneficiaries

3900

Musollah Refurbishment
Beneficiaries

70



CARE FOR
ORPHANS

Total Sponsored: 337
Hifz Category: 219

Non-hifz Category: 118

We are aiming 
to increase the 

number to 
reach our target 
of 500 orphans. 

This is possible 
with your
support!

Mohamad Shaaban Badria, Gaza Aseel Abu Sharar, Gaza

Every child deserves a happy, healthy childhood and the opportunity to
build a brighter future. For millions of orphans worldwide, this is simply out

of reach. Sponsoring an orphan is the most e�ective and rewarding way to help give 
children better futures.

To date our total number of orphans is 404. Currently, the total number of sponsored
orphans are 337 (219 Tahfiz and 118 Non-Tahfiz orphans) and the total number of orphans

awaiting sponsorship are 67 (33 Hifz and 34 Non-Hifz orphans).

Our orphans are from Aceh, Jogja, Gambia, Palestine, Senegal, Cambodia, Bangladesh, India, 
Nepal and Sri Lanka. The orphan sponsorship benefit the orphan’s well-being, food, clothing, 

shelter and education (school kits).

When children find out they've been sponsored, the joy they feel is indescribable. Just knowing 
that someone across the globe cares means more than you can imagine.

Sponsoring a child in need will profoundly change the future for your child, and will change your 
own life as well. There are still many more orphans awaiting your sponsorship.

Orphans
Sponsorship



Total Palestinian Orphans: 88
From Jerussalem Al Quds: 44
From Jordan: 44

Umrah For
Orphans

Global Ehsan Relief Singapore
organised a 9-days
“Umrah for Orphans” programme.

This project was implemented with the
help of our international partner,
Islamic Help. A total of 88 orphans were
sponsored by our donors on this beautiful journey
to the Holy Land.

They were amongst the group of 76 Palestinian 
orphans from Jerussalem Al Quds and 400
Palestininan orphans from Gaza camp in Jeresh. 
They took a 30-hour bus ride to Madinah.

For the 2nd batch of orphans, we
managed to engage 2 Singaporean 
students, Muhammad Farhan and 

Muhammad Afiq, both who are
studying in Jordan to facilitate the GER 
orphans group throughout the whole 

journey. 

These orphans includes girls,
widows and the visually impaired.

It was an educational journey which
encompasses of spiritual and

emotional healing from the trauma 
they faced and also providing them the 
opportunity to visit historical places in 

Madina & Mecca.



Total Sets of School Supply: 200
Total Benefitted: 200

Every school year, children from poor families are burdened by the thought of 
whether their parents are able to provide the required school supplies for them. 
This could result to them lacking the motivation to attend school and could also 

a�ect their self-esteem.

As we know, it is essential for these children to be equipped with the right leaning 
tools in order to have a better learning experience. Having adequate school

supplies can drastically help to pave a path to a successful future. 

In Sri Lanka, 200 school supplies were distributed to 
students from needy families from Kanthale and Kinnniya 
DS divisions in Tricomalee district for our Care for Education

“Back to School” program.

The set includes school bags, note books and stationery. It 
definitely put a smile of these children’s faces are they look 
forward to embark on their learning journey in seeking 
knowledge. It also reduces the financial burden of parents 

from these families.

“Back
To School”

CARE FOR
EDUCATION



We are also providing 
them with Hygiene 
kits which is essential, 
especially with the 
Corona Virus
pandemic going on in 
the past few months.

Maintaining good 
hygiene is crucial, 
especially for these 
vulnerable group as 
they are more prone 
to sickness and other 
diseases.

The contents of the kit 
includes a toothbrush, 
toothpaste, soap, 
shampoo, sanitary 
pads, diapers, clothes 
detergent, mattress, 
blankets, storage 
containers and etc.

The Rohingya refugees are not forgotten. Millions of them in
Bangladesh are still facing hardship. Their movements restricted 
and their ability to clean and feed themselves and their families 
became limited to impossible.

Global Ehsan Relief, together with our partner Islamic Help supports them in di�erent 
aspects such as shelter, food packs, clean water supply, medical, hygiene packs and 
more, through your contributions!

For water supply, 
water trucks
providing clean 
water goes around 
the camp twice a 
day, priding 60,000 
litres of water daily.

WATER

Usually the contents 
of the food pack 
consists of
10kg of rice
2kg of lentils
2 other legumes each, 
2kg sugar
2kg salt
2kg milk powder, 
biscuits
potatoes, cooking 
pots and etc.

This is enough to 
sustain a family of five 
for at least a month.

FOOD HYGIENE KIT

Aid
Distribution

CARE FOR
REFUGEES



CARE FOR
HUNGER

Food Aid Distribution project has benefited many needy, and under-privileged families in
countries such as Sri Lanka, Indonesia and Malaysia.

People living in developing countries, especially in rural parts are the most deserving of these 
food-aid packs which consist of non-perishable food items that can help to sustain them for a 

certain period and also ease their financial burden.

Without the food aid packs, it is di�icult for these families to get by each day as they live in
poverty and struggle with hunger.

Total Beneficiaries: 760
Total Sets Distributed: 152

Sri Lanka: 100   Indonesia: 50   Malaysia: 2

Food Aid
Distribution

Sri Lanka is a country with a
population of 21.3 million of which 
13% of them are Muslims. 60% of the 
total population lives below poverty 
line for various known reasons.

They lack of basic needs such as food, 
accommodation, health, hygiene, 
sanitation and education etc.
They have very limited access to 
nutritional food and are also
vulnerable to all kinds of diseases for 
acute malnutrition due to
extreme poverty.

Earlier this year, our GER team in Sri Lanka met up with 
State and Mosque authorities to identify and select the 
most vulnerable and new resettled communities of
Thoppur division in Trincomalee district.

100 beneficiaries from the poverty-sticken families in 
Thoppur division received the food aid packs. 
Distribution of 50 food aid packs were also carried out in 
Banda Aceh to the poor muallaf, and 2 sets were
distributed in Malaysia to the widows.



In January, 115 meals were distributed at a girls’ orphanage - Pondok Yatim Putri Cot Suruy and 
105 boxes were distributed at Panti Asuhan Al Kazeem Darul Imarah & Baitul Quran Siem
Darussalam.

In February, We have given out 70 packets of meals to the blind community in UPTD RSBM 
Ladong, and 50 packets of meals to the orhpans in an orphanage at Panti Asuhan Al Kazeem 
Putra, Lamjampok Montasik, Aceh Besar.

Total Beneficiaries: 340
Total Meals Distributed: 340

Cooked Meals
Distribution



GLOBAL
WAKAF
PROJECTS

Completed: 1
Total Beneficiaries: 700

In Sri Lanka, 37 water wells have been constructed thus far. The objective is to provide safe, 
clean water for the community. The construction took place in rural areas of Barricaloa
District in Eastern province which provided the local communities with access to potable 
water. They were also educated on the benefits of potable water which can help to reduce 
diseases and infections such as diarrhea or cholera.

Local minders have also been assigned to and trained to manage each well. There are also 15 
wells to be constructed in Pakistan, and more in Myanmar and Bangladesh. Truly there is
nothing more valuable than knowing you have helped to improve someone’s way of living by 
providing them with access to safe and clean drinking water. 

Another mosque constructed in Tanzania earlier in 
January this year. Masjid Hajjah Jorah is located in 

Fenusi Village, Muheza District, Tanga, Tanzania.
The village has a muslim population of 95%. Poverty 
prevails with majority of them living in straw-mud 
made houses. Previously there was a small mosque 

which was also made of mud.

It’s limited space made it challenging to perform their 
congregational prayers or conduct any islamic classes 
or education for the children. Now, this new mosque 

is the center of 7 villages, and people from the
di�erent villages will be coming here to perform their 

Friday congretional prayers. It is also used as a
Madrasah for the children to seek Islamic knowledge 

and learn the Holy Quran.

Mosque
Construction

Completed: 52
Total Beneficiaries: 1820

Water Wells



Total Distribute: 66
Total Beneficiaries: 66

Quran Braille
Distribution

Completed: 30
Total Beneficiaries: 1050

Ablution
Place

An ablution place provides users with water for years 
and years. In rural areas, they are a lifeline for

the inhabitants as they may be the only source of 
potable water.

With this ablution place, people living in remote areas 
will be able to take their ablution before praying. 

There are 30 ablutions places completed in Sri Lanka 
in 2020 to date.

In Indonesia alone, there are more than 2 million blind muslims. Our Digital 
Braille Quran project aims to give them the chance to study the Al-Quran as we 
do. It comes with a digital pen where they can use to find and listen to all the 
Surahs and specific verses. Each book also includes the 30th chapter of the 
Quran written in braille to help them read. A wakaf program that brings immense 
rewards to both the beneficiaries and donors.

Nanda, one of our beneficiary who received the 
Digital Quran Braille, is 30 years old and su�ers from 
glaucoma, a disease which took his sight 2 years 
ago. Nanda previously worked as government sta� 
but lost his job eversince he went blind. He already 
knows how to recite the Al-Quran before he lost his 
vision however he told us how much he yearned to 
memorize the Quran. This Digital Quran  Braille has 
indeed helped him do so.

In February, 65 Quran Braille were distributed in 
UPTS RSPM Ladong, Aceh Besar, Indonesia. The 
distribution of the Digital Quran Braille were carried 
out in special schools so that the students there can 
learn how to recite and memorize the Quran.



Orphans are at the heart of what we 
do. We believe that all children should 

have access to the tools they need to 
ensure a good future. Unfortunately, 

that’s not always possible for orphans 
around the world.

In Aceh, Indonesia, thousands of 
orphan children get by with very little. 

Many orphanages lack funds, and 
cannot provide the children with a 

good education.

Their living facilities are also very 
minimal, without the comforts and 

homeliness that all children deserve. 
To solve this problem, we plan to build 

a place where orphans will be fully 
provided for in terms of education and 

basic needs.

Integrated
Orphans Centre

Our Integrated Orphan Center will include the best 
academic facilities we can provide, including
laboratories, a library, a sports hall, and more.

This IOC aims to integrate both Islamic and Quran 
education with national education curriculum to 
ensure the orphans are ready for life beyond the 
orphanage.

The children will receive education all the way until 
university level, at which point they will be equipped 
to choose their own path and begin their journey into 
adulthood.

The IOC will also include dormitories and living
facilities, to ensure the children are well cared for and 
comfortable. Our goal is to empower orphans by giving 
them the means to achieve their dreams and build a 
fulfilling life for themselves.

UPCOMING
PROJECTS

Total Funds To Complete Project

SGD 1 Million



The project will provide pregnant women access to
maternity and infant care services non-existent before.

It will significantly reduce maternity related deaths in Mlalo 
Lushoto District, Tanzania and provide awareness and free 

consultation regarding maternity and infant care for
generations to come.

Medical care is essential during pregnancy, to ensure the 
health of both mother and baby. However, for many

communities in rural Tanzania, there is a lack of adequate 
medical facilities. As a result, mothers do not seek out medical 
aid during pregnancy and childbirth, and are o�en unaware of 

the importance of proper medical care for themselves and 
their babies. This o�en leads to high infant mortality rates, and 

a high risk of death  during childbirth.

This is a serious problem that requires a prompt solution.
We are raising funds to build a maternity and childcare hospital 

in Tanzania, including all necessary medical equipment.
The hospital will also conduct maternity health classes for the 

local mothers, to educate them on the importance of proper 
medical care. We aim to help lower the rates of mortality and 

provide mothers in rural communities with access to good 
medical care.

We are embarking on a new project to 
build an Orphan Home, “Baitul Ehsan 
Home” in hopes to provide full support 
and care to the orphan children. It is a way 
to shape these children into an educated 
individual, great leaders and productive 
citizens.

We want to create a positive childhood 
where they feel secure and loved, and 
eventually ready to face the world. This 
orphan home will also have an in-house 
Tahfiz Program that will enable the
children to learn and memorise the Quran.

This will be our very first Orphan Home project which will be located at Johor Bahru, Malaysia, 
accomodating about 20 orphans who will be living here with 2 caretakers. All the necessities
provided will be similar to those at home and daily activity will be as usual. They will attend school 
(Public School) and be involved with co-curricular activities, and Hafz will be added in their
syllabus at home. 

Orphan Home

Childcare &
Maternity Wing
Hospital, Tanzania

Total Funds To Complete Project

SGD 50,000

Total Funds To Complete Project

SGD 100,000
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M
EN Millions have been su�ering under the four year conflict in Yemen. The 

worst humanitarian crisis in the world where 12 million people are on the 
brink of starvation. Thousands of civilians have died, many got injured as a 
direct result of the conflict. Others, due to malnutrition and diseases. 

Global Ehsan Relief with the help of our international partners, recently 
concluded the emergency winter relief distributions for Internally 
Displaced People in the Sala district Taiz Governorate, Aldohra Camp, 
Yemen. A total of 100 family food aid parcels, 200 winter clothes and gas 
cylinders were handed out to the most needy, especially widows and 
orphaned families. Your contributions have made their daily activities like 
cooking and heating in these winter months much easier and convenient.

With the crisis escalating in Idlib, Syria, there has been a massive influx of 
refugees fleeing to the Turkey-Syria border where they are living with 
limited shelter, water, and food. The recent violence forced more than 
500,000 civilians out of their home, mostly children, women and elderly. 
Thousands of Syrian families are among the vulnerable, who have an 
inadequate food and water supply, hygiene facilities and a roof to
protect them.

Due to the increase in the number of refugees, it resulted in overcrowding 
in the existing shelters. A critical need is shelter, compounded by the harsh 
winter conditions. School, mosques and even unfinished buildings are 
occupied leaving the remaining close to impossible in finding a shelter to 
survive. Apart from building shelters in Idlib, Aleppo, for the Internally 
Displaced People (IDP) in collaboration with our international partners, we 
also provide assistance to the displaced in distributing food parcels, clean 
water supply, hygiene kits as well as milk ration for children.

GLOBAL
EMERGENCY
RELIEF

Total Beneficiaries: 1700 Family Food Aid Set: 100 (500 Benefitted)
Winter Clothes:            200 (200 Benefitted)
Gas Cylinders:              200 (1000 benefitted)



INDONESIAKASHMIR
For more than 70 years, India and Pakistan 
have driven a cycle of violence, retaliation 
and exploitation in Kashmir.

Although the United Nations had issued a 
statement calling on both countries to 
resolve their political issues peacefully 
while respecting human rights in the region, 
many of the Kashmiris are still cut o� from 
their access to basic necessities such as 
food and medical aids.

Overall food supply running low and
resident survive with the little of what they 
have. In many areas, residents needed to 
produce a curfew pass to leave their homes, 
even for medical emergencies.

Together with the help of our international 
partners, hundreds of food aid sets were 
distributed to the people of Kahsmir
recently, bringing them some relief and 
hope during these di�icult times.

Prayer Tools:    60   (60 Benefitted)
Hygiene Kits:   160 (800 Benefitted)
Baby Needs:     150 (150 Benfitted)

Total Food Aid Sets: 100
Total Beneficiaries: 500

Flash floods occurred throughout the
Indonesian capital of Jakarta and its
metropolitan area on the early hours of 1 
January 2020, due to the monsoon season 
and heavy rainfall during year end of 2019. 

At many parts of the city, water levels 
reached 30 to 200 cm. Some places, such as 
Cipinang Melayu, East Jakarta, water levels 
peaked at four metres. More than 397,000 
residents had been evacuated to higher 
grounds and the government had also 
designated schools and government
buildings as temporary shelters.

In several areas, evacuation e�orts were 
hampered by rushing waters and blackouts. 
As of 6 January 2020, o�icials reported the 
death toll at 66, due to landslides,
hypothermia, drowning, and electrocution. 
Many parts of the city had been le� without 
power, as the power was switched o� for 
safety reasons.

Our team from Global Ehsan Relief stepped 
in to distribute essential aid for the victims. 
A�er discussing with the local leaders and 
government regarding the distribution 
process and the urgent needs of the victims, 
we collaborated with Sedekah Rombongan 
to excecute the project.

A total of 160 sets of hygine kit
(Soap, shampoo, washing detergent,
toothpaste, brush, cleaning  tools), 150 sets 
of baby needs (milk, clothes, diaper, snacks) 
and 60 sets of praying tools (telekung and 
saroong) were distributed.

Total Beneficiaries: 1010



In many countries, a lock 
down has been enforced 
to help contain the 
epidemic. As a result, 
many are losing their 
losing income, unable to 
pay for groceries, utilities, 
getting sick without the 
means to get treatment, 
and more.

Taxi drivers, food-service 
workers, flight attendants, 
and janitorial sta� are 
some of many professions 
that could face months of 
financial struggle. 

You can provide aid to those vulnerable groups through providing hygiene kits, medical 
needs, food aid packs, meals, and water. Our team from Global Ehsan Relief Malaysia and 
Indonesia will be carrying out a distribution to the vulnerable groups who are most a�ected 
by this pandemic the following month.

Refugees are also one of 
the most vulnerable ones. 

Unfortunately, due to the 
lack of education and 
medical resources in 
various refugee camps 
and IDPs, if we do not 
quickly take proactive 
measures to educate and 
provide medical
assistance/kits, it will 
spread very quickly and 
will result in thousands or 
hundreds of thousands of 
deaths. 

The rising price of staple 
food is not helping either. 
This threatens to worsen 
the dire economic and 
hunger crisis, drastically 
a�ecting lives of people in 
both urban and rural 
areas.

We’ve called for a
collective e�ort to step up 
for the vulnerable in these 
trying times, especially for 
widows, orphans, elderly 
and refugees.

COVID-19
Emergency ReliefGLOBAL

EMERGENCY
RELIEF

The world is currently faced with an outbreak and many
are susceptible to the COVID-19 virus. Countries are now

overwhelmed with the number of rising cases and deaths.

To date, more than 200,000 people globally have died, with more
than 3 million confirmed cases spread across at least 170 countries.

As more and more cases emerge all over the world, supplies are scarce
and those countries need all the resources they can gather to fight the virus.



Mission
Of Hope

Hike For Orphan

This program is an initiative whereby participants can experience light
humanitarian work providing aid relief for orphanages all around Batam Riau,
Indonesia. It was our 2nd Community Involvement Program in Batam and there
were a total of 6 participants who took part this time round.

The activities they did were spring cleaning at Mi�ahul Ulum Orphanage, distribution of 25 
food aid sets at the madrasah and 5 sets to the most needy at Kampung Ruli Yasmine, and 
painting of Mi�ahul Ulum’s newly built Musollah. Apart from that, both participants and sta� 
also managed to spend some quality time with the orphans while playing games together.

Global Ehsan Relief Malaysia organised a charity hiking to 
Mount Muntahak, in support of the orphans in need. That 
2D1N event created the bond amongst 12 participants 
from Singapore, one from Malaysia, as well as three sta�. 

With most of them having prior hiking experience, they 
took that as an opportunity to gain even new experience 
and do it for a good cause. They also managed to spend 
some time at the waterfall. The second day started as 
early as 8.30am, where they first gathered to have a 
proper introduction about our organisation and how they 
have helped the orphans through this short event.

Despite the challenging condition and weather, all the 
participants showed their dedication and persevered. 
They exchanged words of encouragement and were being 
supportive of one another. It was not easy, but with a 
company like them was what made the hike memorable.

COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAMME

Total Beneficiaries: 340
Orphanage Spring
Cleaning
Food Aid Sets
Distribution
Mushollah
Refurbishment

27 Students +
4 Teachers Benefitted
30 Sets
150 Villagers Benefitted
27 Students + 4 Teachers
Benefitted



Cambodia is a Muslim minority country 
where the community is growing fast o�en in 
more rural and less accessible villages.

These villages require at least a six to 
nine-hour drive from the city.
Families of the villagers made out of farmer 
parents with two to three children going to 
local village school.

Jalan Jalan Junkie, a group of motorcycle 
enthusiasts from Singapore collaborated 
with Global Ehsan Relief to carry out a
charity ride event in their e�orts to help raise 
funds for the most needy there. 

They set o� on their bikes from 
Singapore to Tbong Khmum in 

Cambodia where they were 
involved in community

involvement activities with our 
team in Cambodia.

The activities included Food 
Aid Distribution, Stationery Kits 

Distribution, Kindness Day, 
Clothes distribution and

conducting a Soccer Clinic for 
the children.

Despite bumps in the road, 
these brothers continued on 

their journey to fulfill their 
intention to help the needy. 

Food Aid Distribution: 200 Sets (1000 Benefitted)
Stationery Kits Distribution: 200 Sets (200 Students Benefitted)

Kindness Day Distribution: 300 Ice Cream (300 Benefitted)
Clothes Distribution: 50 Sets (50 Benefitted)

Soccer Clinic (2 hours): 30 Children Benefitted

Charity
Ride To Cambodia

COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAMME



A group of participants from Singapore volunteered their time  
to give aid to di�erent needy communities in Aceh, Indonesia 
on a 7-days Community Involvement Programme during the 
March school holidays.

The beneficiaries of this project are mostly those living in the 
rural areas who have limited access and resources for their 
daily life.

The background of these beneficiaries are mostly the poor, 
elderly, disabled, single parents/widows, orphans, refugees, 
and other people with limited access to health, education, 
and economic resources.

The volunteers from Singapore got the opportunity to
participate and experience light humanitarian work firsthand. 

The main activities includes a picnic with orphans (who are 
sponsored by GER donors), Mosque Refurbishment,
Teaching English, Food Aid Distribution, and Kindness Day.

Picnic With Orphans: 95 Orphans & Their Families Benefitted
Teach English: 88 People                       (80 Students & 8 Teachers)
Kindness Day: 400 Ice Cream               (400 Locals)
Mosque Refurbishment: 1                     (400 Villagers Benefitted)
Food Aid Distribution: 200 Sets          (1000 People Benefitted)
Gi�s For The Elderly: 65 Bags              (65 Elderly benefitted)
Mini Food Distribution: 110 Sets        (550 People Benefitted)

CIP @Aceh



OTHER
PROJECTS

Items Distributed: 3900
(3900 People Benefitted)

Ice Cream                  1200
Fresh Juices             300
Face Masks               1000

Burgers                       200
Fruit Salads              600
Butter Cookies        300
Packet Drinks          300

Global Ehsan Relief has a monthly local event, “Kindness Day, whereby we giveaway free 
food/drinks to the public (sponsored by donors) as a gesture to encourage everyone to be 

kind towards one another and spread kindness through the spirit of giving!

We also celebrate kindness by giving an opportunity for people to give back to the
community regardless of race, language or religion. Apart from that, the objective to create 

awareness and promote our projects both local and overseas.

These past 3 months with the public’s kind donations, we were able to provide simple 
treats and gi�s to the community and those in need. A total of 3900 items were distributed.

Kindness
Day



Total Clothes Collected: 1600 kg
Masjid Al-Istighfar: 980 kg
WestWood Secondary School: 80 kg

Charity
Recycle Drive

Total Beneficiaries: 70 Villagers

Musollah Refurbishment

Masjid Al-Istighfar collaborated
with Global Ehsan Relief to have their
students from their Teens aLIVE
programme participate in a volunteerism
project. About 40 students ages between ages
13-14 year olds benefitted from this.

They participated in the Charity Recycle Drive, 
donating their clothes and so� toys. The main
objectives were to create awareness amongst 
students of the current e�orts and the available 
options for them as youths to render their services to 
society for locals and international projects.

It also gives them some exposure to giving charity and doing humanitarian work and e�orts and 
to encourage them to be philanthropic and know the importance of lending a helping hand to 
those in need. The students collected about 980kg of clothes and so� toys.

Another collection drive happened at Westwood Secondary School invloving a group of
secondary 4 and 5 students. This in-house collection drive is part of the school’s Applied Learning 
Programme/Values-In-Action Programme. They managed to collect about 80kg of clothes and 
so� toys. 

Earlier this year at Darul Imarah sub district, 
Aceh besar, another musollah refurbishment 
took place where it benefitted about 70 
villagers.

The refurbishment was carried out by
Global Ehsan Relief team in Aceh, with the 
help from volunteers.



FINANCIAL
REPORT

Following are the summary of the financial report, 
stating total expenditure of each project.

CARE FOR ORPHANS:

Orphans Sponsored

Umrah For Orphans

CARE FOR EDUCATION:

Stationery Sets

CARE FOR HUNGER:

Food Aid Sets

Cooked Meals

CIP:

Mission of Hope

Charity Ride To Cambodia

Hike For Orphan

Aceh

GLOBAL WAKAF PROJECTS:

Mosque Construction

Water Well

Quran Braille

Ablution Place

$20,220
$88,000

GLOBAL EMERGENCY RELIEF:

Food Aid Sets

Winter Clothes

Gas Cylinders

Baby Needs

Hygiene Kits

Prayer Tools

OTHER PROJECTS:

Kindness Day

Charity Recycle Drive

Musollah Refurbishment

$7000
$1836
$1554
$2250
$800
$1200

$5320
$680

$2000
$6564
$760
$9369

$19,000t
$10,296
$20,100
$13,200

$600

$3900
$1064
$577

Total Amount Disbursed

Total No. of Beneficiaries

No. of Countries Benefitted

Total No. of Projects

$216,290

17,543

14

22



O�ice | +65 6348 2895
Hotline | +65 8678 6850

info@global-ehsan-relief.org

www.global-ehsan-relief.org


